Introduction

Environmental pollution has become an issue of utmost importance in the current century. Industrial development with proper pollution control measures has become the primary concern due to increasing public awareness and compliance standards. Pollution control facilities are already installed or being upgraded by most of the industries. In now days the periodic sampling and analysis of Waste water, Air emissions and other environmental activities are required to control the pollution problem.

In this connection we take this opportunity to introduce ourselves i.e.

We as an environmental consultant to take care of your environmental pollution related issues.

Who We Are

About Us

Perfect Pollucon Services is an Environmental Consultancy firm provides services for monitoring and consultancy requirements since 2007.

We have delivered services for chemical, pharmaceuticals, healthcare, hospitality, oil and gas etc. industries.

Being in a developing country helps us tap the best market talent yet keep our overheads low. This is the secret of being able to provide unique and exclusive solutions at an affordable price.

So whatever your project, big or small, just contact us and we promise to get back to you with a quality plan of what we can do for you as soon as possible.

Contact Us

Phone: 9930180059 / 9967436537
Email: ppsthane@gmail.com
Web: http://www.ppsthane.com

Perfect Pollucon Services
3- Krishna Koyna B, Majiwada, Thane (w) 400601

© Perfect Pollucon Services
Our Mission

To help ensure a healthy and clean environment for current and future generations by improving the social, economic and environmental well-being of communities.

Our Team

Tanaji Gajare (Managing Director)

He is Professional Environmental Consultant having over 30 years of experience in this field. His strength lies in planning and implementation and is a treasure-trove for all who seek his advice. He likes to write articles in newspaper on various topics.

Currently Perfect Pollucon Services has staff of 15+ with experts in various fields.

Our Strategy

We identify problems, measure and evaluate risks and offer solutions

We understand many industries are trying to improve their reputation and reduce their emission of pollutants, we provide them cost effective solutions

We provide them suggestions to maximize productivity and efficiency in capital forced environment

We look into employee health safety to identify risks which can prone to hazards

Compliance with new or existing rules and regulations for corporate standards

“Our experience with Perfect Pollucon Services has been extremely worthwhile and professional and one that I would fully recommend to other organizations.”

Our Services

We provide Below mentioned services to our clients

Environmental Consultancy Services

- Environmental Quality monitoring
- Environmental impact assessment study
- Environmental Statement and CESS Returns
- Renewal of Consent
- Design, Installation, Operation, Maintenance & upgradation of ETP / STP

Environmental Quality Monitoring Services

- Ambient Air Quality Monitoring
- Stack Emission Monitoring
- Noise Level Measurement
- Waste water or drinking water sampling and analysis
- Soil sampling and analysis
- Illumination Survey
- Workplace Monitoring